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This book is the second volume in a series titled *Philosophy and Poverty*, the objective of which, we are told, is to provide “a forum for the whole range of philosophical research on poverty and poverty alleviation, broadly construed” (ii). As such, the project is a large one, in both scope and ambition. The essays in the present volume represent a selection from the proceedings of the Conference on Dimensions of Poverty held in Berlin in 2017, and are intended to cover the themes of “Measurement, Epistemic Injustices, Activism”. Apart from an editorial introduction, the book features twenty contributions distributed across five thematic concerns: “Poverty as a Social Relation”, “Epistemic Injustices in Poverty Research”, “Philosophical Conceptions in Context”, “Measuring Multidimensional Poverty”, and “Country Cases”. One must expect that the nature, quality, and range of the essays collected in the book must inevitably be dictated by the papers presented at, and available from, the conference from which they have originated, which presumably constitutes a model different from one in which a book’s editors have the freedom of commissioning papers. The first model has limitations not shared by the second one, and I imagine this must be borne in mind when judging whether what I have referred to as the ‘scope and ambition’ of the project are quite realised in the volume under review.

The editorial introduction is a useful review of the themes sought to be addressed in the book, and of the specific chapters in it. Parts I and III (“Poverty as a Social Relation” and “Philosophical Conceptions in Context”, respectively) are perhaps best read together as reflecting a collection of concerns on some conceptual issues underlying the phenomenon of poverty. Part II, on “Epistemic Injustices in Poverty Research”, consists of a set of four papers that must be welcomed—at least for their motivating intention—as suggesting engagement with concerns that are not part of the common currency of poverty studies. Parts IV and V, on multidimensional poverty measurement and country case studies, respectively,
are relatively more ‘mainstream’ aspects of contemporary poverty analysis.

Parts I and III of the book, comprising six essays, are—as mentioned earlier—thematical connected by a concern, broadly, with philosophical approaches to answering the question ‘what is poverty?’ Among themselves, the relevant papers cover a set of well-worn issues, including absolute poverty, relative poverty, the capabilities approach to poverty assessment, poverty as a social relation, the place of social networks and social capital in understanding poverty, the enhanced effectiveness of aid when it is participatory and collaborative, and the importance of human rights as a normative guide to philanthropic impulse. Much of this work is unexceptionable, but not particularly novel, nor arresting. Indeed, one emerges from these reflections in a spirit of some jadedness, which is perhaps excusable in light of this sort of observation: “[…] human rights are morally important” (150). There is a suggestion in much of this of what one might call ‘Poverty for Moral Dummies’. The complaint is not so much with the authors as with the apparent continuing need to address poverty in these terms for those that might still be interested in the subject, or worse, work on it. Of the more important conceptual issues undergirding the notion of poverty on which Amartya Sen has written are those pertaining to the ‘capability perspective’ and the distinction between absolute and relative poverty. On the capability approach, I am unable to see in this volume much advancement on, or useful alternative or complement to, what Sen has already said on the subject. On the distinction between absolute and relative poverty, some of the contributions have made me wonder if I have myself ever properly understood Sen on this important question.¹

Certain issues in these philosophical reflections on poverty which I missed—and in no particular order of perceived importance—are the following.

(1) An assessment of the axiomatic bases of poverty measurement. In both unidimensional and multidimensional poverty measurement, there has been a long tradition of rationalizing poverty indices in terms of the axioms on which they have been built. As it happens, virtually every one of these axioms—focus,² normalization,³ symmetry,⁴ continuity,⁵
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¹ Sen (1979).
² Hassoun (2014).
transfer, decomposability, scale invariance, and replication invariance—has been subjected to scrutiny in the literature. An assessment of the ethical appeal and logical coherence of the axiomatic basis of aggregation in the poverty measurement literature would have been a welcome and integral component of any critical treatment of ‘philosophy and poverty’.

(2) A more nuanced appreciation of the role of income in poverty assessment. As is well-known, and following principally on Sen’s contributions to the conceptualization of poverty, there is now a substantial body of thought which prioritizes a ‘capability’ approach to poverty assessment over a ‘resourcist’ approach. It would be fair, I think, to suggest that the volume under review reflects this priority. This is not to say at all that the contributors to the volume have taken a uniformly dismissive view of the role of income (or more broadly, resources) in accounting for poverty, as evident, for example, in Jonathan Wolff: “As I have suggested, income adjustment, and, perhaps, the availability of new financial products is a very helpful way of addressing poverty” (37); or, again, Sanjay Reddy: “There is no necessary conflict between having a concern with the avoidance of income poverty and with recognizing that there are diverse non-income concerns that must enter into poverty assessment, too” (217). Having said this, I believe it is possible that the volume might have achieved a greater and more subtle balance of perceptions if it had reflected the sort of critique of the ‘capability perspective’ that philosophers like Thomas Pogge have attempted in the past, wherein it is suggested that capability theorists have perhaps exaggerated the contrast between resources and capabilities in favour of the capability interpretation. Such an approach might also have facilitated an interesting consideration of the philosophical dimensions of a very simple measure of money-metric well-being that has been advanced by the economist Kaushik Basu (2001, 2006, 2013), which he calls ‘the quintile income statistic’ (the average income of the poorest 20 per cent of a population). The quintile income statistic offers the interesting possibility of viewing income not just as a means to an end (as in the usual ‘identification-cum-aggregation’ approach to poverty measurement), but as an end in itself, so that command over a reasonable level of income is seen as a valued human functioning.
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in and of itself. This is the sort of perspective that could lead logically to a consideration of ‘basic income’ as a policy instrument for the alleviation of poverty, and to political-economy considerations of feasibility, fiscal deficits, and the means of financing income support for the poor through, among other things, enhanced redistributive taxation. Philanthropy is discretionary, but taxation—of wealth and inheritance, for instance—is mandatory, and a more forceful means of seeking justice in the presence of undeserved want.

(3) Poverty and social groups. I am not suggesting an absence of this thematic concern in the volume, so much as underlining the desirability of an altogether more active and explicit presence of such concern in a disquisition on philosophy and poverty. What is the political economy of caste, race, and ethnicity in an understanding of poverty?\(^{(11)}\) How is group membership exploited and conflict fostered by the motive of establishing ownership over resources?\(^{(12)}\) How are marginalized groups (typically tribals and forest-dwellers) subjected to even greater oppression than would be warranted by the endemic prejudice that obtains against them, when local governments collaborate with multinational corporations in appropriating control over natural resources?\(^{(13)}\) How might ‘group-affiliation’ externalities mediate the measurement of poverty?\(^{(14)}\) How might inter-group inequalities in the distribution of poverty call for targeting strategies that are different from what might be dictated solely by a concern with inter-personal inequalities?\(^{(15)}\) How might poverty-alleviation measures be influenced by an engagement with the ubiquitous but often-missed presence of ‘horizontal inequality’?\(^{(16)}\) What values come into play in an assessment of poverty which is systematically informed by inter-group differentials in the societal distribution of burdens and advantages?\(^{(17)}\) These are some at least of the questions of philosophical interest that a concern with social groups should engender in analysing the phenomenon of poverty.

Part II of the volume deals with “epistemic injustices” in poverty research. Franziska Dübgen makes the point that epistemic and cognitive
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injustices are reflected in the marginalization of Southern researchers; in making ‘others’ the object rather than subject of research; in the neglect of subaltern knowledge and experience; and in the misconstruction of social reality. Jonathan Chimakonam specifically highlights the neglect of the Kenyan philosopher Odera Oruka and his theory of ‘the human minimum’ in the canvas of poverty studies. Sharon Adetutu Omotoso draws on the discourse on hair to draw a distinction between the ‘Hairy’ (associated with “Scholarly African Feminists” [SAF], 122) and the ‘Hairless’ (associated with “Indigenous-Survivalist African Feminists” [I-SAF], 122), and to focus attention on one aspect of deprivation that is frequently missed out in poverty studies, which she calls ‘intellectual poverty’. Intellectual poverty is seen by the author to be a feature of both the ‘Hairless’ (the relatively less privileged materially deprived African women) and the ‘Hairy’ (the relatively more privileged, elitist class of African women, often with stable and well-paying jobs), but in different ways. For the ‘Hairless’, intellectual poverty is manifested as ignorance and lack of access to information which leads to irrationality, myopia, and reduced skills in problem-solving. For the ‘Hairy’, intellectual poverty is manifested in a lack of knowledge of, and attendant empathy for, the predicament of their ‘Hairless’ sisters. The resulting conflict between the SAF and I-SAF groups, stemming from intellectual poverty of one type or the other, is seen as being needless and unfortunate, and an impediment to combating the feminization of poverty. Finally, Mitu Sengupta considers the ‘post-development’ critique of poverty studies, in which much of poverty research from the Global North is perceived as being so shot through with epistemic injustice as to offer little hope for remediation in the form of less insular and more inclusive modes of understanding poverty. To address the question of whether academics (especially Western academics, as one understands) should engage in activism, the author reviews the post-development critique, in a somewhat autobiographical vein, by tracing her own association with poverty research under the aegis of the ASAP (Academics Stand Against Poverty) project. From what one can tell, the answer to the question resides in noting that there is good activism and bad activism, and activism which is humble and activism which isn’t, so that if and where Western academic activism is of the good-and-humble type, “what’s not to like” in it?—as the title of the article suggests.

As I have mentioned earlier, the issue of epistemic injustice in poverty research is not one that is commonly encountered in poverty studies. To the extent that this is true, it is certainly welcome that the problem has
been flagged in this volume. Having said that, I believe it is not just interesting but also relevant to ask to what extent the phenomenon has actually been addressed in this collection—not least since it occupies an important place in its stated concerns (it is part of the book’s title, and an entire section has been devoted to it). A quick count in the “About the Contributors” section (xi–xvi) yields thirty contributors in all, of whom twenty-five seem to be operating from the UK, the USA, Canada, Germany, France, Belgium, and Austria, while only four are from the global South: South Africa, Chile, Cameroon, and Nigeria, and one is from Taiwan. It is not just a matter of counting nationalities in the list of contributors. Rowntree and Booth are mentioned often in this volume in connection with identifying the absolute poor: unless I have missed something, I haven’t seen a reference to the great Dadabhai Naoroji’s ([1901] 1969) work in what amounted to deriving an ‘absolute poverty line’ for colonial India. (I know: Dadabhai who?) And it is not just the failure of the North to keep track of relatively rarefied and culture-specific work that occurs in the South. It is also failure of citation of significant peer research, following, for all one knows, from failure to even take note of research on areas that fall squarely within the ambit of the North’s own research concerns. For instance, how much citation of work by Indian scholars working from India is there on unidimensional (money-metric) poverty and multidimensional poverty in India, as carried, for instance, in one of India’s foremost social-science journals, the Economic and Political Weekly? It is good to be concerned with ‘epistemic injustices’ in poverty research. I state that without irony. I would merely add that it is also good to do something about it.

Part IV of the book on measuring multidimensional poverty has the largest number of contributions: seven. The first of these is by Sabina Alkire, another reminder “of the ongoing work on poverty research as it relates to multidimensional poverty measurement” (198). Sanjay Reddy, in his essay, offers an attractively brief critique of the protocols of
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18 Some of the earliest work on unidimensional poverty assessment by reference to a poverty line has been done in India. Prominent examples would include the poverty line advanced by the National Planning Committee under Jawaharlal Nehru in 1938; that advanced by the Indian Planning Commission (1962); a spate of papers—often in the form of debate—on the subject in the columns of the Economic and Political Weekly (EPW) in the early 1970s (special mention may be made of the work of Dandekar, Rath, Rudra, Minhas, and Bardhan); and several more perspectives on the issue, in the same journal, in the years to come (a small sample would include Sitaramam et al. 1996; Srinivasan 2007; Krishnaji 2012; and Subramanian 2014, 2015); and elsewhere (for example, Swaminathan 2010). The EPW has also been a platform for work on multidimensional poverty (as in Jayaraj and Subramanian 2009, and Sengupta 2016).
unidimensional (money-metric) measurement that preside over the approaches adopted by the World Bank and the governments of India and the USA. Much of this criticism is a continuation and summarisation of work he has himself done earlier, and it is a pity that his objections have still not been met in the vastly misleading work on money-metric poverty which continues to be done in the World Bank and official Indian and US traditions. (One is reminded here of the humourist Allan Laing’s take on how Damon Runyon might have reacted to Henry James’ prose: “[…] however long [he] snow[s], I am not getting [his] drift, so what is the use of going around with [him]?”) Caroline Dotter and Stephan Klasen use Indian data to illustrate what happens when we change indicator thresholds for certain dimensions of multidimensional poverty to reflect the possibility that absolute requirements in the space of functionings may elicit varying (relative) requirements in the space of resources.

The next three essays in Part IV deal with how one may come up with a list of dimensions to be employed in multidimensional poverty measurement. Xavier Godinot and Robert Walker reflect on how such a list might emerge, not through the fiat of ‘experts’, but through a participative and collaborative procedure of consultation with those that actually experience poverty, by way of a strategy which they call the “Merging of Knowledge” (269). In a second contribution, by Francesco Burchi, Nicole Rippin, and Claudio Montenegro, dimensions are sought to be identified by attempting to trace an agreement on chosen dimensions by locating overlapping areas of congruence in countries’ constitutional provisions, supplemented by what the authors refer to as “the public consensus approach” (286), participatory studies, and surveys. Nicolas Brando and Katarina Fragoso suggest that the dimensions of deprivation reckoned in extant measures are inadequate because of their overwhelming focus on material and biological deprivations, to the neglect of ‘relational’ deprivation, as manifested in the lack of control and autonomy needed to convert resources into functionings, even in the presence, formally, of access to these resources.

In a spirit akin to that in which I have made some observations earlier on the concern for epistemic injustice in poverty studies, I would like to draw attention to a refreshingly honest and straightforward comment made by Godinot and Walker on the quest for a generally acceptable list of dimensions for use in multidimensional poverty measurement:
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And, one might hope, if the policy community is open to novel dimensions suggested by the research, developing appropriate indicators will be undertaken in partnership with people having direct experience of poverty. The fact that it takes courage to write the preceding sentence which the reader might find ludicrously optimistic, underlines just how far the rhetoric of participation in international governance is distanced from practice. (271)

The above quote provokes speculation on yet another aspect of paternalism and the Hegemony of the Expert in poverty analysis. Multidimensional poverty measurement of a certain sort requires us to specify dimensions of deprivation, indicators within each dimension, and thresholds within each indicator—as well as various possible compromises between ‘intersection’ and ‘union’ approaches to the identification of the multidimensionally poor. Many of these choices have already been made in the publications of supra-national institutions. The requirement of ‘comparability’ across countries will surely gravitate in the direction of eliciting compliance from all countries on norms, procedures, and measures. This has already happened with unidimensional (money-metric) poverty, and it should be no surprise if a similar thing should also happen with multidimensional poverty (if it has not already happened). I speak of a situation in which ‘If It Is Unidimensional Poverty, It Must Be The World Bank’s Dollar-A-Day’, and ‘If It Is Multidimensional Poverty, It Must Be The UNDP’s MPI’, just as ‘If It Is Tuesday, This Must Be Belgium’.

Returning to Part IV of the book, the seventh contribution deals with a particularly problematic dimension of deprivation, one—such as longevity or child mortality—which requires unavoidable engagement with the activity of valuing life. For those that value life infinitely, multidimensional poverty measures cannot entertain dimensions which entail a trade-off between the value of life and values in other dimensions. Is the project of multidimensional poverty measurement thereby unsalvageably jeopardised? Nicole Hassoun, Anders Herlitz, and Lucio Esposito address this interesting question, and suggest that multidimensional poverty measurement is still possible even when the comparability of the value of life with other values is denied, so long as incommensurability is combined with the notion that the value of life trumps all other values (though it may not be possible to say by ‘how much’).

The collection winds up, in Part V, with three useful country studies of multidimensional poverty in Cameroon, Germany, and Bangladesh.
By way of summing up, I would say that the volume under review reflects a certain drying-up of fresh research perspectives on poverty, as well as a certain tiredness with its subject of enquiry. This is manifested in various instances of convolution, repetition, triteness, and fine-tuning. The book does not want for effort or good intent, but in terms of outcome it is, in the end, disappointing—with few but honourable exceptions (in which I would specifically include the contributions of Reddy; Godinot and Walker; Burchi, Rippin, and Montenegro; Hassoun, Herlitz, and Esposito; and Hans Mpenya, Francis Baye, and Boniface Epo).
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